“Jesus revealed another secret to us, like a
bottomless well we can draw on.
“When two or three are united in his name, loving
one another with his same love, he is in their midst
(see Mt 18:20). Then we will feel free and full of light,
and streams of living water will flow from within us.
Jesus’ promise will be fulfilled because the thirstquenching water that wells up for eternity, flows
from Jesus himself present among us.” Chiara Lubich
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“To the thirsty I will give water as a gift from the
spring of the water of life” (Rev 21:6).
When we put the commandment of reciprocal love into
practice, and really love one another, we allow God to
intervene in a very special way, as Chiara Lubich wrote:

“Every time we try to put the Gospel into
practice, it is like drinking a drop of living
water. Every gesture of love for our
neighbor is like a sip of that water.

EVERY ACT OF LOVE
IS LIKE A DRINK OF LIVING WATER.

#WordTeensCard #02
“Yes, that water is very special because it gushes forth
from our heart every time we open up and try to love
everyone around us.

“It’s a spring — God’s spring — that pours out lifegiving water and its deep streams quench the thirst
of others, through our big or small acts of love.
“If we keep on giving, this fountain of life and
peace will keep on giving abundant water and
will never dry up.”
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Cut and fold and you will have a card that you can carry with you for the whole month!

“Jesus revealed another secret to us, like a
bottomless well we can draw on.

EVERY ACT OF LOVE

“When two or three are united in his name, loving
one another with his same love, he is in their midst
(see Mt 18:20). Then we will feel free and full of light,
and streams of living water will flow from within us.
Jesus’ promise will be fulfilled because the thirstquenching water that wells up for eternity, flows
from Jesus himself present among us.” Chiara Lubich

IS LIKE A DRINK OF LIVING WATER.
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When we put the commandment of reciprocal love into
practice, and really love one another, we allow God to
intervene in a very special way, as Chiara Lubich wrote:

“To the thirsty I will give water as a gift from the
spring of the water of life” (Rev 21:6).
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“Every time we try to put the Gospel into
practice, it is like drinking a drop of living
water. Every gesture of love for our
neighbor is like a sip of that water.
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“If we keep on giving, this fountain of life and
peace will keep on giving abundant water and
will never dry up.”

“It’s a spring — God’s spring — that pours out lifegiving water and its deep streams quench the thirst
of others, through our big or small acts of love.
“Yes, that water is very special because it gushes
forth from our heart every time we open up and
try to love everyone around us.

